
Each Row of this garden 
contains two consecutive 
answers reading from left to 
right (except Rows A and L, 
which contain one answer 
reading across the nine 
protruding spaces). Bloom 
clues are divided into three 
lists, White, Pink, and 
Gray; the answers from 
each list should be placed in 
the appropriately-colored 
hexagons, starting in any 
space and reading clockwise 
or counterclockwise. All 
three Bloom lists are in 
random order, so use the 
Row answers to determine 
where to plant each Bloom.

ROWS

A Title role played by 
1989’s Best Actress 
winner: 2 wds.

B Broadway musical 
featuring a leprechaun 
named Og: 2 wds.

Photocopier option
C Imperfect sound match 

in Emily Dickinson’s 
poetry: 2 wds.

Cadbury Adams gum 
brand that comes in a 
wide variety of flavors

D Easily-identifiable Green 
Bay Packers fans

Like tuning forks: Hyph.
E Didn’t budge: 2 wds.

Person who blurs the 
line between the sexes: 
2 wds.

F Sea vessel launched from 
a different vessel 

“Fine, don’t believe 
me!”: 4 wds.

G Document protected by 
the physician-patient 
privilege: 2 wds.

Easily returnable, 
perhaps

H Old pirate haven 
encompassing the 
“shores of Tripoli” 
mentioned in the 
“Marine’s Hymn”: 
2 wds. 

Typical stage show at the 
Moulin Rouge

I Crystals that might 
effervesce in water: 
2 wds.

You run over them while 
approaching a toll 
booth: 2 wds.

J Emmy-winning spinoff 
of “The Practice”: 
2 wds.

Periods during which 
goods are good: 2 wds.

K “Everything Your Heart 
___” (1988 Hall & 
Oates hit)

Horsemen who use no 
tack: 2 wds.

L Tribal leader

WHITE BLOOMS

___ Conventions (standard 
of international law)

Drinker’s total: 2 wds.
Pal of Ralph and Potsie

Big playoff games
Expensive
Sage ___ (game bird)
Jawaharlal’s daughter
Deprived (of)
Did as bid
What Weebles do, per the 

ads
Excites, as interest
Like a bog
Three-time role for 

Damon
Demolished building’s 

remnants

PINK BLOOMS

Intensify: 2 wds.
Flees to get hitched
Breakfast sandwich 

breadstuffs
“___ the Sailor” (Douglas 

Fairbanks Jr. movie)
Device dragged along a river 

bottom
Uses a crib

Middle East language
Feather on a rooster’s neck
Ordered around
Cuban president Raúl
Fretboard decorations
Apelike
Cuts off
Musketeer’s need

GRAY BLOOMS

Earliest performances
Captured on camera
Plays footsie, say
Revealed one’s boredom
Feel bitter about
Kutcher of “Killers”
What X-rated films contain 

plenty of
Diorama backdrops
1996 Alanis Morissette 

single
Shaving foam
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